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Abstract

The response of mid-latitude equilibrated eddies’ length scale to static stability has long been questioned but not investigated

in well-controlled experiments with unchanged mean zonal wind and meridional temperature gradient. With iterative use of the

linear response function of an idealized dry atmosphere, we obtain a time-invariant and zonally-uniform forcing to decrease the

near-surface temperature by over 2 K while keeping the change in zonal wind negligible (within 0.2 m/s). In such experiments

of increased static stability, energy-containing zonal scale decreases by 3-4%, which matches with Rhines scale decrease near

the jet core. Changes in Rossby radius (+2%), maximum baroclinic growth scale (-1%) and Kuo scale (0%) fail to match

this change in zonal scale. These findings and well-controlled experiments help with better understanding of eddy-mean flow

interactions and hence the mid-latitude circulation and its response to climate change.
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Abstract16

The response of mid-latitude equilibrated eddies’ length scale to static stability has long17

been questioned but not investigated in well-controlled experiments with unchanged mean18

zonal wind and meridional temperature gradient. With iterative use of the linear response19

function of an idealized dry atmosphere, we obtain a time-invariant and zonally-uniform20

forcing to decrease the near-surface temperature by over 2 K while keeping the change21

in zonal wind negligible (within 0.2 m s−1). In such experiments of increased static sta-22

bility, energy-containing zonal scale decreases by 3–4%, which matches with Rhines scale23

decrease near the jet core. Changes in Rossby radius (+2%), maximum baroclinic growth24

scale (-1%) and Kuo scale (0%) fail to match this change in zonal scale. These findings25

and well-controlled experiments help with better understanding of eddy–mean flow in-26

teractions and hence the mid-latitude circulation and its response to climate change.27

Plain Language Summary28

In the mid-latitude atmosphere, the mean state changes the eddies, and the eddies29

changes the mean state. These complicated “eddy–mean flow interactions” are challeng-30

ing to understand. Eddies’ size is the size of the prevalent weather systems we observe,31

and we want to understand how it changes with increased static stability of the mean32

state. In simulating an increased static stability, eddies are at the same time acting to33

change the north-south temperature gradient of the mean state. As a result, it is diffi-34

cult to attribute the eddies’ response solely to the increased static stability. We man-35

age to increase static stability without changing north-south temperature gradient in a36

numerical simulation, by applying a time-invariant and zonally-uniform forcing calcu-37

lated from a tool called “linear response function”. As the forcing is constant with time38

and longitude, it can change the mean state without directly acting on eddies. Our well-39

controlled simulation shows that eddies’ size decreases with increased static stability. This40

decrease matches quantitatively with a scaling argument involving non-linear processes,41

but do not support linear scaling arguments involving instability of vertical wind shear42

or horizontal wind shear.43

1 Introduction44

Eddies play a key role in shaping the mid-latitude atmospheric circulation and cli-45

mate. They are often generated near the mid-latitude jet stream, where there is strong46

meridional temperature gradient and strong vertical wind shear, and propagate merid-47

ionally outward from the jet in the upper troposphere. By doing so, they converge west-48

erly momentum and thus maintain the jet. At the same time, eddies transport heat pole-49

ward and thereby act to reduce the meridional temperature gradient.50

Length scale is one of the important aspects of eddies. This is the length scale of51

the prevalent weather systems we observe in the mid-latitudes. On the one hand, eddy52

length scale sets the mixing length, which governs the mid-latitude temperature variabil-53

ity (e.g., Schneider et al., 2015). On the other hand, eddy length scale determines ed-54

dies’ intrinsic zonal phase speed via the Rossby wave’s dispersion relationship, c− u = − β

k2 + l2
,55

where c is the zonal phase speed, u is the mean zonal wind, β is the gradient of the Cori-56

olis parameter, and k and l are the wavenumbers in the zonal and meridional directions.57

For mean states that are zonally homogeneous and time invariant, c is conserved. When58

the waves propagate outward from the jet to latitudes with weaker u, c−u may no longer59

be negative and the waves will break at this latitude, referred to as the critical latitude.60

Therefore, a larger length scale, or a smaller wavenumber, will give a more negative (east-61

ward) relative phase speed and thus may allow the waves to propagate further outward62

from the jet. Based on how the eddy length scale sets the critical latitude of eddies, stud-63
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ies (e.g., Kidston et al., 2011) have proposed that increased eddy length scale under global64

warming can cause a poleward shift of the jet.65

Over years, some theories have been proposed to explain the length scale of eddies.66

In linear baroclinic instability problem of Eady, the most unstable mode has its length67

scale proportional to the Rossby internal radius of deformation,68

LD =
NH

f
, (1)69

where N is the buoyancy frequency, H is the depth of the fluid, and f is the Coriolis pa-70

rameter. In the Charney problem, the H in this formula is replaced by the depth of the71

eddies, which is limited by the scale height. In application to the atmosphere, H in the72

Rossby radius is often taken as the tropopause height, but sometimes also taken as the73

pressure scale height (Frierson et al., 2006).74

An extension within the linear argument is to consider the nonuniform profile of75

static stability and vertical wind shear. One can discretize the atmosphere in multiple76

vertical levels, and numerically solve the quasi-geostrophic (QG) eigenvalue problem to77

compute the most unstable baroclinic mode and its wavenumber (Smith, 2007; Pfahl et78

al., 2015; Kang et al., 2019).79

Non-linear turbulent theory, on the other hand, suggests that energy will cascade80

to larger length scale, until it is halted by β. The resulting energy-containing length scale81

will be proportional to the Rhines scale,82

Lβ =

[
EKE1/2

β

]1/2
, (2)83

where EKE is the eddy kinetic energy (Rhines, 1975).84

The Kuo scale,85

LK =

[
umax

β

]1/2
, (3)86

looks similar, but is dynamically different from the Rhines scale (Vallis, 2006; Nabizadeh87

et al., 2019). While the Rhines scale inherently comes from non-linear arguments, the88

Kuo scale can be understood from a linear instability criterion, the Rayleigh-Kuo inflec-89

tion point criterion, which states that a necessary condition for instability is that β − ∂2

∂y2
u90

changes sign (Farrell & Ioannou, 2007; Vallis, 2006). It would therefore set the minimum91

width of a stable easterly jet. As eddy-eddy interactions can make the flow more isotropic92

and make the eddy length scale coincide with the jet width (Chemke & Kaspi, 2016),93

jet width set by the Kuo scale might be linked to the eddy length scale. While the mid-94

latitudes on the Earth are in a regime of one single westerly jet (rather than alternat-95

ing easterlies and westerlies), we are including the Kuo scale to be more comprehensive.96

The applicability of these length scale arguments, especially of the Rossby radius97

and the Rhines scale, has been tested in different models and different setups in the past98

few decades.99

In a 2-layer QG model, the Rhines scale is found to match well with the eddy length100

scale (e.g., Held & Larichev, 1996; Panetta, 1993). In idealized moist general circulation101

models (GCMs), the Rhines scale is also found to match well with the eddy length scale,102

when moisture content is varied (Frierson et al., 2006), rotational rate is varied (Chemke103

& Kaspi, 2016), or when different forcings and boundary conditions are applied (Barry104

et al., 2002). In between, for an idealized dry GCM, Schneider and Walker (2006) ar-105

gued that both the Rhines scale and the Rossby radius will fit well with the eddy length106

scale and it is difficult to separate the two. On the contrary, by varying the thermal ex-107

pansion coefficient of the fluid in a dry GCM, Jansen and Ferrari (2012) found the Rhines108
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scale and the Rossby radius to be separable and that the Rhines scale fits the eddy length109

scale better.110

Some studies, however, dismissed the applicability of the Rhines scale in describ-111

ing the eddy length scale in the atmosphere. In Coupled Model Intercomparison Project,112

phase 3 (CMIP3), by doing an inter-model correlation, Kidston et al. (2010) found the113

increase of eddy length scale in the 21st century to well correlate with the increase in114

static stability (N) between 850 and 600 hPa, but they did not find the increase in length115

scale to correlate with EKE or magnitude of the poleward shift of jet (surrogate of β).116

In CMIP3, reanalysis and dry GCM, by regressing internal variability on southern an-117

nular mode (surrogate of jet shift), Kidston et al. (2011) also found that the shift of jet118

and EKE have shortcomings in explaining the variability of length scale, but static sta-119

bility (N) between 800 and 500 hPa to be consistent with the variations of length scale.120

Kidston et al. (2011) also conducted an experiment of increased N in an idealized dry121

GCM, where they found increase in eddy length scale. This experiment was originally122

meant to test if increase of length scale can allow waves to propagate further from the123

jet and therefore cause the jet to shift poleward. They noted that, unfortunately, the in-124

creased N came with increased meridional temperature gradient, and the influence of125

N and meridional temperature gradient became somewhat intractable.126

With a recent technique of linear response function (LRF, Hassanzadeh & Kuang,127

2016), we can now change the static stability without changing meridional temperature128

gradient in a dry GCM. While these experiments are idealized and do not closely resem-129

ble the global warming, they help with better theoretical understanding of eddies’ re-130

sponse to the mean state. As we will see in later sections, experiments of increased N131

will give us weaker EKE and thus a smaller Rhines scale. We can then test how the Rossby132

radius, the Rhines scale, and other length scale arguments work in dry GCM in the con-133

text of sole change in static stability.134

2 Methods135

2.1 Dry GCM Ensemble136

We use the GFDL dry spectral dynamical core with Held and Suarez (1994) forc-137

ing. The setup is identical to that of Hassanzadeh and Kuang (2016) with T63 spectral138

resolution and 40 vertical levels. Each ensemble consists of 20 runs with slightly differ-139

ent initial conditions, and each run is 26,000 days with daily snapshots (first 1,000 days140

discarded). The two hemispheres are symmetrically forced, so we present the aggregated141

results. Each ensemble will then have 1,000,000 days of valid data. Such large ensem-142

ble size and long simulation allow us to have small uncertainty in the meridional tem-143

perature gradient.144

2.2 Forced Experiments145

The following ensemble experiments are conducted in comparison to the above con-146

trol ensemble experiment:147

K11: This experiment applies the forcing in the Nincreased experiment in Kidston148

et al. (2011). The equilibrium temperature (Teq) field in the Newtonian relaxation is de-149

creased by 3 K at σ > 0.85, where σ is pressure divided by surface pressure. Chang-150

ing Teq is equivalent to a temperature forcing in K day−1, as converted by the Newto-151

nian relaxation rate.152

LRF: This experiment uses a time-invariant and zonally-uniform forcing (see sub-153

section 2.3) to force the atmosphere towards a target mean state change. The temper-154

ature part of this target change is set to the meridional average of the temperature change155
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in experiment K11 (around 2 K decrease near surface). The zonal wind part of this tar-156

get change is set to zero.157

K11−LRF: This experiment is K11 minus LRF, which applies the forcing in K11158

plus the opposite forcing in experiment LRF. If the mean state change is linear to the159

forcing applied, the meridional temperature gradient will change without changing the160

mean static stability.161

0.5×LRF, -0.5×LRF, -1.0×LRF: These are 3 more experiments with 0.5, -0.5, and162

-1.0 times the forcing in experiment LRF.163

2.3 Iterative Use of Linear Response Function164

The above-mentioned experiment LRF needs to find a time-invariant and zonally-165

uniform forcing to force a target mean state change. Being time-invariant and zonally166

uniform, the forcing does not directly act on the eddies. Some previous approaches (e.g.,167

Yuval & Kaspi, 2020) do not have this merit. We find the forcing by iterative use of a168

LRF matrix as follows. We have a LRF matrix L of this dry GCM constructed in Hassanzadeh169

and Kuang (2016). For a state vector x consisting of zonal mean temperature and zonal170

wind, L is a square matrix that linearly relates the target mean state change xtarget and171

the required forcing f1, as f1 = −Lxtarget. The first iteration uses forcing f1 and pro-172

duces a mean state change x1. Because the LRF matrix is not perfect, x1 may not be173

as close to xtarget as needed. The n-th iteration takes forcing fn = fn-1−L (xtarget − xn-1)174

and produces a mean state change xn. In our case, the second iteration gives a satisfac-175

tory mean state as shown later.176

2.4 Mean State177

Our K11 experiment reproduces the mean state change in the Nincreased experiment183

in Kidston et al. (2011) reasonably well (Figure 1). The experiment comes with a no-184

ticeably increased meridional temperature gradient around 50S. According to the ther-185

mal wind balance, such change in meridional temperature gradient will give rise to change186

in zonal wind. Hereafter, we quantify the change in zonal wind as an indirect measure187

of meridional temperature gradient. The change of zonal wind reaches around 1.4 m s−1188

in experiment K11. Such changes in meridional temperature gradient and zonal wind189

make it hard to attribute the eddies response solely to the increased N .190

Our LRF experiment targets a mean state with increased N without changing merid-191

ional temperature gradient. The experiment successfully produces much weaker change192

in meridional temperature gradient, and change in zonal wind is mostly smaller than 0.2 m s−1193

except near the model top (Figure 1). We note that with our 1,000,000-day-equivalent194

ensembles, the 95% confidence interval of the difference between two ensembles is smaller195

than 0.14 m s−1 for zonal wind (not shown). This very narrow confidence interval is help-196

ful to the success of getting a small change in meridional temperature gradient, especially197

when we are using an iterative approach.198

Experiment K11−LRF has its mean state change roughly equal to the difference199

between K11 and LRF, which changes meridional temperature gradient without chang-200

ing the mean static stability (Figure 1). This indicates that the mean state is reason-201

ably linear to the forcing.202

2.5 Spectral Decomposition203

We decompose zonal and meridional winds u and v into zonal spectra Ũk and Ṽk.204

At zonal wavenumber k, v ′2 will then be 0.5×
∣∣∣Ṽk∣∣∣2, and u ′2 will be 0.5×

∣∣∣Ũk∣∣∣2.205
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Figure 1. Mean temperature change (top) and zonal wind change (bottom) in experiments

K11 (left), LRF (middle), and K11−LRF (right). Lines in the top panels show the World Meteo-

rological Organization (WMO) tropopause in the control experiment (gray solid) and the forced

experiments (black dotted). Contours in the bottom panels show the climatological zonal wind in

the control experiment.

178

179

180

181

182
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Following Chemke and Kaspi (2016), we define energy-containing zonal wavenum-206

ber ke (at each latitude φ) as the “squared inverse centroid” of the zonal spectrum of207

barotropic v ′2 as follows:208

k −2e =

∑
k k
−2
∣∣∣Ṽk∣∣∣2∑

k

∣∣∣Ṽk∣∣∣2 (4)209

and the energy-containing zonal scale Le is 2πa cosφ/ke, where a is the Earths radius.210

To decompose momentum flux in zonal phase speeds (Randel & Held, 1991), we211

first decompose u and v at every 100-day slot into zonal wavenumber–frequency spec-212

tra Ũk, ω and Ṽk, ω. At zonal wavenumber k and frequency ω, u ′v ′ will be 0.5×Re
[
Ũk, ω Ṽ

∗
k, ω

]
,213

where asterisk * denotes the complex conjugate. Then, u ′v ′ is averaged across differ-214

ent 100-day slots and different ensemble members. Next, notice that angular phase speed215

c/ cosφ = ω a/k. We use a 1 m s−1 bin size in angular phase speed and sum up the pro-216

portionate spectrum according to the fraction of (k, ω) grid giving c− 0.5 ≤ ω a/k < c+ 0.5.217

The momentum flux convergence is calculated as equation 9 in Kidston et al. (2011)218

− 1

a cos2 φ

∂

∂φ
u ′v ′ cos2 φ. (5)219

The latitude partial derivative is done in constant absolute angular phase speed. After-220

wards, this flux convergence is plotted in relative angular phase speed (c− u)/ cosφ.221

2.6 Linear Baroclinic Instability Calculation222

We use the linear baroclinic instability calculation code that is described on page 9381223

of Pfahl et al. (2015). Briefly, it solves the linearized QG potential vorticity equation in224

pressure coordinate as an eigenvalue problem. The code inputs vertical profiles of zonal225

wind and thermal stratification from the mean state of the GCM. For boundary condi-226

tions, the vertical velocity in pressure coordinate is zero at the model top (0 hPa) and227

the vertical velocity in height coordinate is set to zero at the surface. We adapt the Rayleigh228

damping of low-level winds in the code to be the same rate as the GCM, with maximum229

drag coefficient of 1 day−1 (Held & Suarez, 1994). Newtonian relaxation of temperature230

is not applied. The meridional wavenumber is set to zero. For each k, the code calcu-231

lates a vector of complex eigenvalues (the real part is the growth rate and the imaginary232

part is the frequency) and outputs the complex eigenvalue with the largest positive real233

part. The k outputting eigenvalue with the largest positive real part will give us the max-234

imum baroclinic growth scale, L grow.235

2.7 Rossby Radius and Rhines Scale236

The Rossby radius is calculated as equation (1), where the tropopause height H237

is calculated based on the WMO definition, and similar to Chemke and Kaspi (2016) and238

Frierson et al. (2006), the static stability N is calculated as N =

√
g (ln θ trop − ln θ bot)

H
239

with θ trop being the potential temperature at the tropopause and θ bot being the poten-240

tial temperature at the lowest level.241

The Rhines scale is calculated as equation (2), where EKE is calculated as the ver-242

tically averaged
1

2

(
u ′2 + v ′2

)
(similar to Chemke & Kaspi, 2016).243
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Figure 2. Zonal spectra of
1

2

(
u ′2 + v ′2

)
at 300 hPa (m2s−2) in experiments K11 (a),

LRF (b), and K11−LRF (c). Black contours show the spectra in the control experiment at

intervals of 10.

246

247

248

3 Results244

3.1 Eddy Spectra245

In experiment K11, we qualitatively reproduce results in Kidston et al. (2011) that249

the zonal scale of eddies increases, and eddies shift poleward (Figure 2a).250

In our LRF experiment, we find EKE decreases at every zonal wavenumber and251

latitude (Figure 2b). Stronger decrease happens at smaller zonal wavenumbers, causing252

a decreased eddy zonal scale. This decreasing zonal scale is opposite to that of exper-253

iment K11, which suggests that the change in meridional temperature gradient is impor-254

tant in controlling the eddy length scale and played a role in the conclusion of Kidston255

et al. (2011). It is clearer in experiment K11−LRF, which only increases meridional tem-256

perature gradient without changing the mean static stability. The increase in meridional257

temperature gradient causes a strong increase of EKE at small zonal wavenumbers. It258

dominates over the effect of increased static stability and causes the eddy zonal scale to259

increase in experiment K11. Here the EKE response in K11 is roughly the sum of those260

in LRF and K11−LRF, suggesting that this is roughly linear to the forcing added.261

In their study of the jet’s poleward shift under climate change, Kidston et al. (2011)266

proposed that an increase of static stability will increase the eddy length scale, which267

will make the relative phase speed of eddies more negative, i.e., westward. In this line268

of thought, Figure 3 is more relevant, which plots momentum flux convergence as a func-269

tion of relative angular phase speed and latitude, following Figure 6 in Kidston et al. (2011).270

In experiment K11, like zonal spectrum of EKE (Figure 2a), momentum flux convergence271

shifts poleward and to more negative relative phase speed (Figure 3a). In experiment272

LRF, in contrast, momentum flux convergence does not shift meridionally but shifts to273

less negative phase speed (Figure 3b). So increased wavenumber of EKE in Figure 2b274

does correspond to less negative phase speed of momentum flux convergence. In exper-275

iment K11−LRF, there is a stronger shift, poleward and towards more negative (west-276

ward) relative phase speed (Figure 3c).277
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Figure 3. Momentum flux convergence at 300 hPa (m s−1day−1 per m s−1 bin), as a

function of relative angular phase speed and latitude, in experiments K11 (a), LRF (b), and

K11−LRF (c). Black contours show the momentum flux convergence (solid) and divergence (dot-

ted) in the control experiment at intervals of 0.025.

262

263

264

265

Figure 4. Length scales in forced experiments divided by those in the control experiment: at

different latitudes in experiment LRF (a) and at 40◦S in different experiments (b). Shown are the

energy-containing zonal scale Le, the Rhines scale Lβ , the Rossby radius LD and the maximum

baroclinic growth scale L grow. The Kuo scale LK is not shown and is unchanged. The maximum

baroclinic growth scale L grow is not accurate equatorward of 30◦S.

279

280

281

282

283
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3.2 Evaluating Eddy Length Scale Theories278

Now, let us compare different length scale arguments in experiment LRF. The ac-284

tual energy-containing zonal scale decreases by around 3 to 4% (Figure 4a), which matches285

with Rhines scale near the jet core. When forcing is applied in different signs and mag-286

nitudes, similar behaviors are found (Figure 4b). Therefore, the results here are robust.287

The Rossby radius generally increases by around 2%, which is opposite to the observed288

decrease of the energy-containing zonal scale, Le (Figure 4a).289

The maximum baroclinic growth scale decreases by around 1%, which is less than290

the observed decrease of Le. By accounting for the non-uniform profile of static stabil-291

ity and zonal wind, this scale goes in the opposite direction to static stability or the Rossby292

radius. The difference between this scale and the Rossby radius is also noted by Chemke293

and Kaspi (2016). Note that even more ideally, the maximum baroclinic growth scale294

should be calculated globally accounting for meridional variations, rather than locally295

at each latitude.296

The Rhines scale decreases by around 4 to 8%. It matches well with the observed297

change of Le near the jet core. Away from the jet (or latitude of maximum EKE), the298

Rhines scale decreases more than the observed eddy length scale. This is somewhat con-299

sistent with Frierson et al. (2006), who found the Rhines scale at the latitude of max-300

imum EKE to work better than the local Rhines scale. The latter was too sensitive to301

moisture content in their moist GCM. Also, note that the Rhines scale changes in the302

opposite direction as the Rossby radius does, and this is in contrast to the findings of303

Schneider and Walker (2006), who suggested that the Rhines scale and the Rossby ra-304

dius change in the same way and cannot be separated.305

The Kuo scale remains basically unchanged (not shown), as the mean zonal wind306

in this experiment remains basically unchanged. The Kuo scale does not agree with the307

observed change in Le.308

4 Conclusions and Discussions309

With iterative use of the LRF of an idealized dry GCM, we are able to increase the310

static stability with very small change in the meridional temperature gradient and zonal311

wind, by a time-invariant and zonally-uniform forcing. The change in meridional tem-312

perature gradient, as measured by change in zonal wind, is mostly less than 0.2 m s−1313

when temperature near surface is cooled by more than 2 K. In this well-controlled ex-314

periment, the energy-containing zonal scale decreases with increased static stability. We315

also find momentum flux convergence to shift towards less negative relative phase speed,316

consistent with a decreased length scale. This is against the argument of Kidston et al.317

(2011) and the Rossby radius as eddy length scale, which would predict length scale to318

increase with static stability.319

In this well-controlled experiment, we also quantitatively tested the applicability320

of several length scale arguments. In experiment LRF (around 2 K decrease near sur-321

face), we find energy-containing zonal scale to decrease by around 3 to 4%, which matches322

well with the Rhines scale near the jet core. Rossby radius (+2%), the maximum baro-323

clinic growth scale (-1%) and the Kuo scale (0%) do not match the observed change in324

eddy length scale. Additional controlled experiments in which the sign and/or magni-325

tude of the forcing are changed further confirm that the zonal eddy length scale varies326

linearly with the Rhines scale (Figure 4b).327

Here our focus is the statistics of equilibrated eddies. Non-equilibrated eddies may328

not respond to static stability in the same way we see here. Therefore, our results may329

not apply to internal variability of eddy length scale, which is also analyzed by Kidston330

et al. (2011).331
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Our well-controlled experiment of increased static stability without changing the332

mean zonal wind may also be used to analyze other statistics of equilibrated eddies, for333

example, on how they transport momentum and heat. One might notice that in exper-334

iment LRF, EKE decreases at all zonal wavenumbers (Figure 2b), while momentum flux335

convergence locally strengthened at some relative phase speeds and latitudes (Figure 3b).336

This could suggest a more efficient momentum transport per EKE in this experiment337

and is being studied in future work.338

Our framework of forcing a mean state can further be applied to more realistic mod-339

els such as an idealized moist GCM, in which we can see the effect of moisture.340
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